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Japanese automobile company Honda Motors is a leading player in the Indian car market and
specialized for offering luxurious sedans in both segment, mid size and small. Honda cars are
recognized for innovative style and better reliability. Besides, the Honda Cars Prices are quite
affordable and attracts car buyers at a large extent. Here are some of the popular Honda cars that
are well known for its dashing appearance and offering dubious performance.

Honda Brio, It is better known as the cheapest car by Honda Motors that was recently launched and
 available at the starting price of Rs 4.02 lakh. The car is packed in with highly efficient 1.2 Liter i-
VTEC petrol engine that churns out maximum power of 88 Bhp and maximum torque of 109 Nm.
Moreover, it offers decent mileage of 18.4 kmpl.

Honda Jazz, Honda Motors stepped into small car segment by launching the Honda Jazz that
comes in  enticing looks and attracts buyers. It is available at the starting price of Rs 5.50 lakh and
widely recognized as a facelift version of premium sedan. It comes in three different variants and
blessed with 1.2L, 1198cc, 4-cylinder. Undoubtedly it offers wonderful performance and emerged as
the best selling car.

Honda City, it is one of the most popular luxurious sedan that rule over the Indian market since long
time. Honda Motor has recently launched a new version of Honda City in the Indian car market with
the name of Honda City facelift. It is available at the price range of Rs 6.99 to Rs 10.22 lakh. The
Honda City is available in both petrol and diesel variants and introduced in total seven models. 

Honda Civic, it is available in total three variants and includes the dynamic exterior that possesses
the dynamic appearance. Moreover, the interior of the car is designed with wonderful measurement
to make it roomy and includes wide array of luxurious features. The car has wonderful capacity to
offer maximum power and torque. It is available at the price range of Rs 12.22 lakh and Rs 14.42
lakh.

Honda Accord, the leading auto major Honda Motor introduced the new version of Honda Accord at 
a variable price range of Rs 19.61 lakh to Rs 26.98 lakh. It is available in different models and well
equipped with various features such as special edition badge, bluetooth interface, trunk spoiler and
more.

Honda CR-V, the powerful sedan by Honda Motors created a history in India by registering an
overwhelming sales figure. It is available at the price range of Rs 22.65 to 24.89 lakh. The powerful
sedan includes wide options of colors and includes graceful exterior.
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